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Abstract. This article makes several contributions to research on fundamental spatial and temporal concepts: First, we set out to render the
notion of fundamental concepts of space and time more precise. Second,
we introduce an eﬃcient approach for collecting behavioral data combining crowdsourcing technology, eﬃcient experimental software tools, and
an eﬀective and comprehensive analysis methodology. Third, we present
behavioral studies that allow for identifying and calibrating potential
candidates of fundamental spatial concepts from a cognitive perspective.
Fourth, one prominent topic in the area of spatio-temporal cognition is
the inﬂuence of language on how humans conceptualize their dynamic
spatial environments. We used the aforementioned framework to collect
data not only from English speaking participants but also from native
Chinese and Korean speakers. Our application domain are the modes of
overlap proposed by Galton [13]. We are able to show that the originally
proposed spatial relations of the region connection calculus and intersection models are capturing cognitively fundamental distinctions that
humans make with respect to modes of overlap. While ﬁner distinctions
are formally possible, they should not be considered fundamental conceptualizations in either Chinese, Korean, or English. The results show
that our framework allows for eﬃciently answering questions about fundamental concepts of space, time, and space-time essential for theories
of spatial information.
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Fundamental Concepts of Space (and Time)
“To study concepts, cognitive [spatial] scientists must
ﬁrst identify some.” (Malt et al. 2011 [45])

1

Introduction

The Conference on Spatial Information Theory (COSIT) has a long tradition of
addressing deeply theoretical questions of space and time, often from a cognitive
perspective. In this spirit, we concentrate on the notion of concepts fundamental
to the human understanding of space and time. We use the term fundamental
loosely indicating concepts at the core of how humans are making sense of spatiotemporal information; alternative terms may be intuitive, naive [12, 19], common
sense, or spatial conceptual primitives [47]. We will use the acronym Func2st to
indicate fundamental cognitive concepts of space, time, and space-time. Critical questions for cognitively oriented spatial scientists are how Func2st can be
identiﬁed and deﬁned, whether formally hypothesized Func2st have cognitive
counterparts (i.e., are cognitively adequate [33]), how Func2st are related to language, and, importantly, whether Func2st in one language correspond those in
another language. This research relates to work on conceptual primitives [70,
2], theories of image schemata [24, 37, 46], the spatial foundations of the human
conceptual system [47], and the relation between concepts and words [22, 71].
The importance of such research is manifold as it adds to the growing body
of knowledge that addresses questions of linguistic relativity [17, 71], it adds to
the pursuit of deﬁning the foundations of meaning (from a spatio-temporal perspective) [64], and results of this research potentially improve approaches for
transforming data into knowledge, for instance when interpreting data from sensor networks as in [72]. The latter aspect is also important for cognitive scientists.
An example is the continuous to discrete transformation essential for language
production [16]. Continuously varying information needs to be translated into
quasi-symbolic equivalence classes that allow for producing reliable behavior.
To answer the questions raised above, this article is structured as follows.
First, we provide a background discussion on relevant topics: fundamental spatial
and spatio-temporal concepts, crowdsourcing, and cross-linguistic diﬀerences.
Second, we provide details on an experiment that uses Galton’s [13] modes of
overlap to demonstrate the overall approach we propose (comparing category
construction behavior of English, Chinese, and Korean speakers) to shed light
on questions surrounding Func2st. Third, we discuss results, present conclusions,
and describe future research opportunities.

2
2.1

Background
Func2st and their behavioral evaluation

The term fundamental spatial concepts is not well deﬁned [73, 56, 37] (see also Table 1). However, we can use the notion of invariance to render it more precise—
across disciplines. Researchers in many scientiﬁc ﬁelds from the cognitive to the
spatial sciences have addressed the topic of invariance in the context of cognitive
information processing as well as to formally distinguish fundamental concepts of
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of space and time. Worboys and Duckham [73], for example, utilize the concept
of invariance as a framework for their chapter on Fundamental Spatial Concepts. Proposed ﬁrst by Felix Klein (see Erlangen program [26]), geometries can
be distinguished based on invariant properties under certain transformations.
This approach allows for diﬀerentiating Euclidean geometry from set-based geometry as well as topology which can be seen as “rubber-sheet geometry” concerned with properties that remain invariant under topological transformations
such as bending and stretching. Paralleling formal approaches, perceptual and
cognitive invariants, which we also ﬁnd to be associated with conceptual primitives (e.g., [46]), have long been of interest to the cognitive science community.
Klix [32] stated that the human mind, in adapting to its environment, identiﬁes invariant characteristics of information that form the basis for cognitive
processes. Shaw [65] used the term transformational invariants to denote properties of objects and events that do not change from a group (set) theoretical
perspective, stressing the importance of this concept for perception. Last, the
classic work by Gibson [15] refers to temporally constant characteristics of environments as structural invariants. The basic work of these scholars is featured
in many recent approaches utilizing the concept of invariance to explain, for
example, perception, categorization, and event cognition [38, 44, 18, 64, 16]. The
importance of identifying invariants of environmental information is prominently
noted by Galton [14], who speaks of our ability to intersubjectively identify invariants of space and time which allow us to construct a shared understanding
of our physical (and social) environments. Without the agreement that certain
characteristics of spatial environments ground our meaningful understanding of
spatial environments (e.g., [63]), the concept of a shared reality and our ability
to communicate about this reality would not be possible. Many researchers have
pointed to topology as the cognitively most important qualitative formal theory
that allows for rendering the notion of invariance more precise (see [68, 10, 35,
36, 66, 32]). While topology is unquestionably important for understanding cognition, there are other theories that identify invariants potentially relevant for
humans’ fundamental understanding of space and time.
Table 1 provides an overview of a ﬁrst collection of what could be considered
fundamental spatio-temporal concepts extracted from the relevant literature.
Please note that this list does not claim to be comprehensive at this point. This
list can and should be extended to capture concepts deemed fundamental for
thinking spatially and temporally by researchers from both the cognitive and
spatial sciences (see Section 5). The table also lists some cognitive evaluations
that have been conducted to prove, disprove, or modify the cognitive adequacy
of formal models attempting to better capture human understanding and processing of formally identiﬁed fundamental concepts.
Over the last years, members of the Human Factors in GIScience Lab3 have
established an eﬃcient framework (see Figure 1) to conduct behavioral experiments with the goal to evaluate Func2st using category construction tasks [52].
In contrast to many linguistic-driven approaches (see Section 5.2 for a discus3
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Table 1. Candidates for fundamental spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal concepts
Spatio-temporal
concepts

Short characterization

Cognitive
calibration

Topology [60, 11]

Diﬀerent calculi that address the most basic
properties of space, such as connectedness.

Static: [33, 48]
Dynamic: [27]

Modes of overlap
[13]

Formal extension of the single overlap relation identiﬁed in topological calculi to capture more complex forms of overlap (see Figure 2).

Pre-study [69]

Perceptual
topology (e.g.,
[8])

Real world relations may be perceived as being topological but formally they may not
be: Example: a road enters a housing estate
albeit the estate is constituted by individual
houses.

No assessment

Allen’s interval
algebra (1D
topology) [1]

Deﬁnition of possible relations between time
intervals (events), six relations plus inverse
relations and the identity of two intervals.

[43]

Renolen’s basic
types of change
[61]

Seven basic types of change: creation, alteration, destruction, reincarnation, merging/annexation, splitting/deduction, reallocation.

No assessment

Direction calculi
(e.g., [42])

Modeling of directions as sectors or projections, diﬀerentiating cardinal and relative directions.

[29]

Chorematic
Modeling [5]

Theory established by a French geographer
Roger Brunet detailing 26 basic models to
characterize spatial relations and processes.

No assessment

Shape (e.g., [14])

Shape of objects including trajectories.

(e.g., [54])

sion) to understanding human concepts, this framework uses qualitative formal
theories as a hypothesis for salient discontinuities of space and time (see also
[48, 33]). Given a formal model which categorizes relations over a fundamental
spatial or temporal aspect into a ﬁnite (and typically small) number of equivalence classes, hereafter referred to as qualitative equivalence classes (QEC), a
set of icons is generated consisting of an equal number of visual stimuli for each
QEC. Human participants then group the icons (construct categories) in our
own experimental software, CatScan, and the results can be analyzed using a
comprehensive analysis methodology. Results from comparing the QEC-implied
categories with the cognitive behavior shown in the experiment allows for drawing conclusions about the adequacy of the investigated formal model and may
also lead to reﬁned or improved (calibrated) models that, in turn, can improve
spatio-temporal data processing applications. Additionally, insights are gained
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of how space and time are cognitively processed. More details on the involved
tools and methodology will be given in later sections of this paper.

Fig. 1. Research framework (modiﬁed after [30]).

2.2

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing has the potential to change and substantially advance the way
that knowledge about Func2st is elicited. Multiple crowdsourcing platforms (e.g.,
Survey Monkey, Lime Survey) have been developed over the last decade and are
now central to scientiﬁc and especially behavioral research (e.g., [25]). Of the
many options that exist, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) has attracted a lot
of attention and has developed into a serious alternative to using laboratory experiments (e.g., [20, 59, 50]). One of the main advantages is the more diverse (in
comparison to only college students) pool of participants that can be accessed
[62]. Most commonly, simple tasks are outsourced to a network of registered users
of AMT. These tasks are referred to as HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) and
AMT guarantees that the tasks are performed anonymously. “Turkers” receive
payment directly through AMT. To control the quality of responses, Turkers
will only receive reimbursement when they perform a task satisfactorily. Additionally, restrictions can be placed by allowing, for example, only Turkers above
a certain HIT approval rate, obtained through successfully completing experiments. Several studies indicate that results are comparable to regular laboratory
experiments (e.g., [55, 59]). Some pre-tests that we conducted, however, suggest
some cautions: In preparation for this article, we performed several (pre-)studies
using AMT that allowed us to advise strategies to ensure the quality of crowdsourced data. It is essential to think of the experiments from the perspective of a
Turker, that is, to maximize ﬁnancial gain by ﬁnding the fastest yet correct way
to perform a task. This leads to certain strategies that can be positive and/or
negative. The bottom line is that Turkers’ strategies have to be taken explicitly
into account and channeled.
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Cross-linguistic diﬀerences

While linguistic analysis as a window to cognition allows us to shed light on
the question of underlying conceptual structures, the inﬂuence of language on
the conceptualization of spatial relations (and on cognition in general) is a subject of ongoing debate [3, 9, 21, 39, 53][34]. There are various perspectives on the
role of language in cognition that range from assuming universal conceptual
categories that are essentially uniform across languages [57, 41] to assuming language dependent concepts [40] via recent approaches that propose a mapping
between concepts and words in form of word-clusters [22]. A majority of researchers probably subscribe to the idea that language has some inﬂuence on
cognition, speciﬁcally on the conceptualization of spatial relations, even though
it is not completely deterministic. These theories are often discussed under the
term linguistic relativity (e.g., [17, 71]). The question, however, is how profound
this inﬂuence is and how it is manifested. One of the major research approaches
to addressing this debate is to compare diﬀerent languages in their expression of
spatial relations and how their expressions may in turn inﬂuence nonlinguistic
thought (see, for example, [4] and a reply by January and Kako [23]).
Instead of starting with identiﬁed linguistic diﬀerences, our approach allows
for using formally identiﬁed spatial and temporal invariants as a hypothesis of
Func2st across diﬀerent languages. While research has demonstrated potentially
diﬀerent inﬂuences of the three languages (English, Chinese, and Korean) that
we chose on the conceptualization of space and time (see [4, 51]), the level of
detail with respect to formally identiﬁed invariants is often insuﬃcient to derive
exact hypotheses.

3

Methods

Revealing conceptual structures underlying humans understanding of space and
time can be ideally addressed using category construction tasks [52], also referred
to as conceptualization or free classiﬁcation [58]. We have reﬁned our custommade software solution, CatScan, and extended it such that it is possible to run it
in conjunction with Amazon Mechanical Turk. In the experiments, participants
were presented with graphical stimuli that were created based on distinctions
made by Galton’s approach, exemplarily visualized in Figure 2 (details are given
below). Participants created categories based on their own assessment of the
stimuli. Participants’ category construction behavior was subsequently compared
against categories (modes of overlap) identiﬁed in Galton’s approach. While we
were able to show in previous experiments [27] that semantics has an inﬂuence
on how people conceptualize spatial relations such as those identiﬁed by the
region connection calculus (RCC) [60] and intersection models (IM) [11], we
did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant distinctions for the modes of overlap comparing
a purely geometric scenario with the one involving an oil spill and protected
habitat we used in this paper [69]. No sophisticated theory currently exists that
predicts the inﬂuence of semantics on the conceptualization of qualitative spatial
relations; we will return to this aspect in Section 6. The focus of this article is
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on whether someone’s native language alters the conceptualization of spatial
relations. Hence, we selected the oil spill plus protected habitat zone scenario as
it does yield the same results as a purely geometric version.
Preliminary: Modes of overlap. The formalism investigated in this paper is
the modes of overlap model by Galton [13]. This approach has been developed
in response to a somewhat indiﬀerent or unspeciﬁc treatment of the concept of
overlap in the most important qualitative spatial calculi dealing with topological
relations: RCC and IM. In summary: on a coarse level, RCC and IM both distinguish the same eight spatial relations between two spatially extended entities. A
subset of these relations is present in the table shown in Figure 2 (a, aa, c, d, dd,
g; for extensive treatments see [7]). These topology-based distinctions of spatial
relations have been extensively analyzed in behavioral studies (e.g., [27, 33, 49]).
Galton’s motivation for developing a more diﬀerentiated picture was that conﬁgurations such as g and q (see Figure 2) cannot readily be distinguished in RCC
and IM. He therefore developed an overlap matrix that would capture diﬀerent
modes of overlap based on the number of connected components of regions with
overlap properties: For two regions A and B, the 2 x 2 matrix
[A, B] = ( xb ao )
contains the following information:
x is the number of connected components of the intersection A ∩ B
a is the number of connected components of A without B (A \ B)
b is the number of connected components of B without A (B \ A)
o is the number of connected components of the outside area that belongs to
neither A nor B ((A ∪ B)c )
For instance, the relation a in Figure 2 corresponds to the matrix ( 01 11 ) as
there is no overlap between the circular object A and the candy-cane shaped
object B, and A \ B, B \ A, (A ∪ B)c each consist of a single connected region.
In contrast, the matrix for h is ( 11 12 ) as all relevant regions consist of a single
component except for the complement of (A∪B) (everything that does belong to
neither A nor B), which has two connected components. Without going into any
more detail (please see [13]), this approach allows for distinguishing 23 simple
modes of overlap for regions without holes (see Figure 2). While the approach
can distinguish an inﬁnite number of increasingly complex topological relations,
these 23 modes of overlap are the most basic cases where no number in the matrix
gets higher than two. We use a slightly modiﬁed version (explained below) of this
set of relations as a hypothesis to test whether humans naturally make similar
distinctions regarding modes of overlap between two regions, a topic that has
not been evaluated from a cognitive-behavioral perspective.
Participants. Sixty-eight participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk to participate in three experiments (i.e., English, Chinese, and Korean).
Eight participants across all three language versions were excluded because they
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Fig. 2. Modes of overlap: 23 original modes of overlap relations between two spatially
extended entities and modiﬁcations for the experimental setup used here. Two relations
were added (aa, dd), three were omitted (c, e, f).

did not follow the instructions. Each language had 20 participants in the end.
The English and Chinese version both included 8 females with an average age
of 35.95 and 28.65, respectively. The Korean version had 10 female participants
(average age: 30.25).
Materials. Based on the diﬀerent modes of overlap deﬁned by Galton [13] (see
Figure 2), we created a set of icons showing diﬀerent relations of an oil spill
and a protected habitat zone. The icons show 22 diﬀerent relations (see Figure
2) that resulted from making the following modiﬁcations to the original set of
formally distinguished modes of overlap: First, we felt it is important to include
a disconnected relation in addition to the relation where the two regions are only
externally connected (see Figure 2, a and aa). Hence, the original relation a has
been split into a for the disconnected case and aa for the externally connected
case. These two situations are not distinguishable by Galton’s overlap matrix but
are distinguished in RCC and IM. Second, we wanted to include the distinction
between tangential and non-tangential proper part also made in RCC and IM
capturing whether or not the contained object in relation d touches the boundary
of the containing object. As a result, the original relation d has been split into
d for non-tangential proper part and dd for tangential proper part. Third, we
omitted the following original relations as they would have required signiﬁcant
changes in the visualization: relation c, in which both entities have exactly the
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same spatial extension, relation e, the inverse of k, which would have required
a reversal of the size diﬀerences between the two involved regions, and relation
f, the inverse of d which we omitted for the same reason as e.
The full icon set was created by generating four random variations of an initial
prototype consisting of a circular region and a region in the form of a candycane for each of the 22 relations, which allowed us to realize all relations without
dramatic shape changes. The second, third, and fourth variations were created
by randomly rotating the prototypical example at an angle between 0-90 degrees,
90-180 degrees, and 180-270 degrees, respectively; next, both regions were further
scaled down by a random factor between 0.8-1.0. Due to the constraints imposed
by some overlap relations, the size of the candy-cane region was restricted to be
relatively large in some cases (e.g., i, j, and l) and relatively small in some
others (e.g., d, dd, and k). For those overlap relations in which the candy-cane
region can be scaled down by 50% without changing the relation, we did so for
the ﬁrst and second variation. In the instructions, however, we explicitly asked
participants to ignore size. Considering that size is potentially a strong grouping
criterion [28], this was the only way to ensure that certain modes of overlap
are not singled out simply because they are larger or smaller. Finally, all icons
were checked to ensure that the spatial relation in each variation is perceptually
unambiguous as we are focusing on human concepts of space.

Procedure. We modiﬁed CatScan, our category construction assessment software, to enable compatibility with AMT. For this purpose, we created a standalone Java version that can be downloaded as a .jar ﬁle from a server and
run locally on participants’ computers. Recruitment and payment was organized through AMT. We used the available command line tools to automatically
generate HIT descriptions with a running participant number. Participants read
the general HIT instructions and entered the participant number into the interface. At the end of the experiment, CatScan generated a result ﬁle with this
unique ID, which participants uploaded to AMT. We performed several pre-tests
to tailor our experiment and instructions to the speciﬁcs of AMT and Turkers’
perspectives: a) We only allowed Turkers with a HIT approval rating of at least
95% to participate in this experiment; b) We split the payment into two components: Turkers received $1.50 for their participation in the experiments and had
the option to earn an additional $1.50 as a bonus. As we encountered problems
recruiting suﬃcient participants for the Korean experiment, we incrementally
increased the payment to $2.50 + $1 bonus and lowered the required qualitatication to 50% with mixed results (see discussion in Section 5.3). Participants
were informed that they would only receive the bonus if they performed the category construction task thoroughly, label each category thoughtfully, and not use
size as a grouping criterion. Each participant performed two tasks: a category
construction task and a linguistic labeling task. All 88 overlap icons (22×4) were
initially displayed on the left panel of the screen (Figure 3, top). Participants
were required to create categories on the right panel of the screen. After creating
at least one empty category, they were able to drag icons from the left panel into
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a category on the right panel (Figure 3, bottom). They were explicitly advised
that there was no right or wrong answer regarding the number of categories
or which icons belong to which category (with the exception that they had to
ignore size diﬀerences). They also had the opportunity to move icons between
categories, move icons back to the left panel, or delete whole categories, in which
case icons are placed back in the window on the left panel. The main category
construction experiment was preceded by a warm up task (grouping animals)
to acquaint participants with the software and category task. Participants performed a linguistic labeling task upon ﬁnishing the main category construction
experiment. They were presented with the categories they created and provided
two linguistic descriptions: a short name of no more than ﬁve words, and a
longer description detailing their rationale(s) for placing icons into a particular
category.

Fig. 3. CatScan interface. Top: initial screen; bottom: ongoing experiment.
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Analysis and Results

In our analysis, we will focus primarily on comparing the category construction
(conceptualization) behavior of participants between the English, Chinese, and
Korean experiments.
Our experimental software CatScan automatically recorded the number of
groups created by each participant and the time (in seconds) the participant
spent on the grouping task. On average, participants in the English experiment
created 8.05 groups (SD 7.29) and spent 968.89 seconds on the grouping task
(SD 824.43 seconds). In the Chinese experiment, participants created 7.80 groups
(SD 6.81) on average and spent 777.97 seconds on the grouping task (SD 880.67
seconds). For the Korean experiment, participants created 5.30 groups (SD 2.45)
on average and spent 617.30 seconds on the grouping task (SD 594.40 seconds).
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing the number of categories
created revealed that there are no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences between English, Chinese, and Korean participants (F(57,2) = 1.397, p = 0.260). Similarly,
there are no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the time English, Chinese, and
Korean participants spent on creating groups (F(57,2) = 1.071, p = 0.350).
The category construction behavior of each participant was recorded in an
88 * 88 sized individual similarity matrix (88 is the number of icons used in each
experiment). In these matrices, the similarity of each pair of icons is binarycoded: A value of ‘1’ indicates that a pair of icons has been placed into the same
group by that participant whereas a value of ‘0’ indicates that a pair of icons was
not placed into the same group. An overall similarity matrix (OSM) is obtained
by summing over the individual similarity matrices of all 20 participants in each
experiment. Therefore, the similarity value of a pair of icons in an OSM ranges
from 0 (lowest similarity possible) to 20 (highest similarity possible).
Figure 4 synthesizes several aspects of the diﬀerent analyses we performed.
The images present a combination of heat maps and dendrograms (generated by
Ward’s clustering method) for the English, Chinese, and Korean experiments.
The heat maps intuitively visualize the OSMs and, hence, the overall category
construction behavior of all participants in each experiment. Red cells correspond
to the highest similarity values (20) in the OSM, while white cells corresponds
to the lowest similarity values (0) with the color varying between white and red
on a continuous gradient. The dendrogram placed to the left side of each heat
map was generated from a cluster analysis using Ward’s method. The order of
the icons (both in rows and columns) were rearranged such that icons that are
similar to each other in the cluster analysis always neighbor with one another.
Overlap relations in all three experiments (English, Chinese, and Korean)
form three general clusters, corresponding to the three larger red blocks found
along the diagonal of the heat maps (see Figure 4). The results of both analysis methods are corroborated by visually comparing the top three clusters
with the matching placement of the three larger blocks (hot spots) found on
the heat maps. Upon analyzing the clustering structure across all three heat
map/dendrogram combinations in more detail, the three major categories can
be summarized as follows:
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Fig. 4. Heat maps for the three experiments (English, Chinese, and Korean). Rows and
columns are organized based on the results of Ward’s clustering method as shown by the
dendrograms. Numbers indicate a three cluster solution: 1. various overlap relations;
2. proper part relations; 3. non-overlapping relations.

– Cluster 1 contains all g, h, i, j, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, and w icons. A
commonality shared by all these icons (relations) is that the oil spill overlaps
with the protected habitat zone.
– Cluster 2 contains all d, dd, and k icons, in which the oil spill is found inside
the protected habitat zones regardless of whether or not the boundary of the
oil spill touches the boundary of the protected habitat zone.
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– Cluster 3 contains all a, aa, and b icons, in which the oil spill is found outside the protected habitat zones regardless of whether or not the boundary
of the oil spill touches the boundary of protected habitat zone.
To validate this interpretation, we followed a suggestion by Clatworthy and
collaborators [6] and compared the structures of the dendrograms generated using Average Linkage and Complete Linkage in addition to the dendrograms generated using Ward’s method. The cross-examination shows that the three-cluster
structure is identical across all three dendrograms in all three experiments and
that it is the only cluster structure that is identical. Additionally, we randomly
sampled subsets of 10 participants (three times) and each time performed cluster analyses on these subsets using the three diﬀerent clustering algorithms. The
three-cluster structure again is a) consistent and b) the only consistent clustering
solution. This strongly supports the validity of the three cluster solutions and
also indicates that all three language experiments are comparable.
Despite the fact that the three cluster solution can be considered the natural
category structure (as revealed by the diﬀerent validation procedures), diﬀerences exist within the internal structure of the overlap category across the three
languages. Intrigued by the diﬀerences, we took a closer look at participants’
grouping behavior speciﬁcally for the overlap relations from Cluster 1. We extracted a sub-matrix containing only similarity values (i.e., 0 or 1) for Cluster
1 relations from each individual similarity matrix. Based on these sub-matrices,
we constructed a between-participant similarity matrix (BSM) that encodes the
similarity of grouping behavior for each pair of participants for each of the three
experiments. In the BSM, the similarity value of each pair of participants is
determined by the Hamming distance between the sub-matrices of these two
participants. Hamming distance calculates the number of cells that diﬀer across
two matrices, thus eﬀectively calculating the distance, or diﬀerence, between
two participants’ grouping behavior for Cluster 1 relations. Furthermore, a dendrogram was generated using Ward’s method for each experiment, showing the
similarity of participants based on their grouping behavior on Cluster 1 relations
(see Figure 5 as an example from the Chinese experiment).
Guided by the results in Figure 5, we explored the groups created by participants and their linguistic description in KlipArt—a custom-made, freely available visual analysis tool [31]. In KlipArt, we were able to identify ﬁve major
types of category construction strategies (as speciﬁed in Table 2) employed by
participants in all three experiments.
Overall, more Chinese and Korean participants than English participants
placed all overlap relations into one single group while more English participants grouped icons by the direction the oil spill faced than the Chinese and
Korean participants. Korean participants grouped mainly based on the penetration of the oil spill in the protected habitat zone whereas the other two participant groups were more spread out among category construction strategies. For
the ﬁnal two grouping strategies, a similar number of participants (comparing
between the Chinese, English, and Korean participants) were found to behave
and group in the same way (i.e. grouping by the amount of the overlap: 20-25%
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Fig. 5. This dendrogram shows the similarities of participants from the Chinese experiment based on their grouping behavior on Cluster 1 relations. The lower the distance
at which two participants are merged with each other, the more similar they are.
Table 2. Category constructions strategies elicited from participants (P) for the different languages
Grouping strategy

English
experiment

Chinese
experiment

Korean
experiment

All overlap icons placed in one group

3 (15%)

6 (30%)

7 (35%)

Grouping by the amount of the overlap
(large vs. small)

4 (20%)

4 (20%)

5 (25%)

Topological equivalence classes
(according to modes of overlap relations)

2 (10%)

2 (10%)

0 (0%)

Whether the long or short tail of the oil
spill penetrates the protected habitat
zone or not

5 (25%)

6 (30%)

8 (40%)

Direction that the oil spill is facing

6 (30%)

2 (10%)

0 (0%)

of participants; grouping by the topological equivalence classes implied by the
modes of overlap relations: 0-10% of participants). This approach allows us to
undergo ﬁner-grained analyses that compare potential language related diﬀerences and grouping strategies. Furthermore, these ﬁndings allow us to identify
new research questions to ascertain why there were grouping diﬀerences between
the experimental groups. For instance, future research can analyze why English
participants utilize direction more than participants in the other two language
groups.
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Conclusions
General discussion

The results shed light on a number of essential details about humans’ conceptualization of modes of overlap across diﬀerent languages. Galton (1998) is making
a convincing case that it would be desirable to adopt a ﬁner level of granularity
with respect to distinguishing modes of overlap rather than one overlap relation
(as in RCC and IM). In contrast, our results indicate that this level of granularity
is not common from a cognitive perspective in either of the three languages. The
cross validation techniques applied to all three data sets reveal an extremely stable category structure distinguishing non-overlapping, overlapping, and proper
part relations. This coarse and consistent level of granularity is remarkable for a
number of reasons: First, we generally ﬁnd that if spatial information is statically
presented, distinctions made by qualitative calculi are reasonable predictors for
category construction behaviors. This has been shown, for example, by Knauﬀ
and collaborators [33]. They revealed in their experiments using the eight relations identiﬁed by RCC/IM that participants did abide by formal distinctions.
In contrast, in the results presented here, a very coarse perspective on spatial relations is adopted, that is, 22 diﬀerent relations form only three spatial
categories. Second, none of the languages shows a diversion from this clustering structure although previous research indicated that native Korean speakers
might be inclined to distinguish diﬀerent proper part relations [51]. Third, while
ﬁner distinctions are adopted by participants in all three experiments, they do
not surface as a consistent pattern. Hence, they should not be considered as
being fundamental (or salient discontinuities). This interpretation remains true
even if participants are explicitly asked to create as many meaningful categories
as possible [69].
5.2

Reﬂections on research framework

Our ultimate goal is the development of a research framework that allows for
comprehensive behavioral research on fundamental concepts of space and time
and space-time, Func2st. It is widely acknowledged (e.g., [32, 35]) that equivalence classes identiﬁed by qualitative spatio-temporal calculi oﬀer testable hypotheses that take the following general form: Formally identiﬁed equivalence
classes correspond to salient, quasi-symbolic equivalence that surfaces in reliable
cognitive behavior. In other words, discontinuities of space, time, and space-time
relevant for cognitive information processing correspond to discrete distinctions
introduced by qualitative spatio-temporal calculi. Our research framework adds
an important aspect to the existing literature. In contrast to research that starts
out analyzing language components such as spatial and temporal preposition,
our work starts with eliciting conceptualizations of spatial relations. Given the
often controversial discussion of the relation between language and cognitive
concepts that ranges from assuming universal conceptual categories that are essentially uniform across languages [57, 41, 67] to assuming language dependent
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concepts [40] via recent approaches that propose a mapping between concepts
and words in form of word-clusters [22], we consider it essential to add a nonlinguistic approach that might be able to shed some light on the conceptual
structure of human concepts and whether or not they are universal (even if no
extensive linguistic theory exists).

5.3

Reﬂections on crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is a powerful tool to scale up the behavioral calibration of formally (qualitatively) identiﬁed discontinuities of space and time. This approach
is necessary as there is a large number of potential candidates for fundamental
spatial concepts that require an eﬃcient approach for validation.
Yet, there are some challenges in using the crowd that are important to
keep in mind. When it comes to testing concepts using English speaking participants crowdsourcing is indeed a powerful and eﬃcient tool for behavioral
research. AMT, the platform we used for our experiments, allowed us to set very
high standards with respect to Turker reliability and, nonetheless, data came
in overnight (for English HITs). While we needed some experimentation with
the exact phrasing of the experimental task and the reward structure, we have
additional evidence in form of a pre-study, that the results obtained through
AMT are comparable to regular lab studies. Our results are therefore in line
with many current studies (e.g., [59]) that show that AMT is a reliable research
tool. Additionally, and maybe even more importantly, using AMT can overcome
the critical aspect that more lab studies rely almost exclusively on student participants. Several studies have shown that the population of Turkers is much
more diverse than any undergraduate student body (e.g., [50]).
With respect to using AMT for cross cultural studies we have obtained mixed
results. The Chinese version of our experiment allowed us to have similarly high
standards as the English version. However, the data came in at a much slower
pace and it took us roughly two weeks to collect data for 20 participants. We
did not require participants to live in China but to be native language speakers
of Chinese (compare [53]). The long time it took makes this approach diﬃcult
in case larger numbers are needed but it seems possible to use AMT for Chinese
studies. Additionally, it may be possible to increase participant numbers by
using higher payments and/or lower Turker ratings. One option we did not fully
explore yet is advertising HITs outside of AMT.
The Korean version of the experiments was extremely slow such that we
collected additional data through direct requests. We experimented with higher
payments and lower Turker ratings but got mixed results. More Turkers signed
up for our HITs but we also had to disregard data as we obtained invalid submissions. The most extreme case was a participant whose linguistic descriptions in
the second part were, most likely, obtained through an online translation service
such as Google Translate.
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Outlook

We only provided a glimpse of how fundamental cognitive spatial, temporal,
and spatio-temporal concepts, Func2st, can be evaluated in a crowdsourcing,
cross-linguistic setting. We selected Galton’s modes of overlap as a test case for
our quest to deliver a comprehensive assessment of Func2st relating formal and
human conceptualizations of space and time. However, the research framework
we have developed is tailored to be eﬃcient and eﬀective such that a large scale
assessment is indeed becoming feasible. We believe that every formalism that is
proposed to enhance processes at the interface of humans and machines requires
some validation. We have provided an overview of potential extensions of our
work in Table 1. By no means do we claim that this list is complete and we
invite others to comment and contribute to this ongoing research challenge.
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